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SPECIFICATION

Range: PRIMA

Caimi Brevetti S.p.A. reserves, by its unappealable judgment, the right to modify without prior notice the building materials, the technical and aesthetic specifications, as well as the dimensions of 
the products in this technical sheet, where pictures are purely as an indication.
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Codes: 1846-GM, 1846-BO, 1847-GM, 1847-BO

Light source: compact energy saving fluorescent bulb 2W max lenght max of bulb 110 mm 
or incandescent bulb 230V-60W (42W energy saving). Bulb base E27.

Description: table lamp with three articulation arm: the first joint at the bottom allows you to 
rotate and incline the fixture inserted it in the clamp or base; the second joint is in the centre 
of the arm and allows you to incline the lamp, the third joint is at the top and used to rotate 
and incline the head. 
The metal grey or matt white painted steel arm has two metal joints with a circular pin that 
has a knurled surface finish which makes it easier to grasp when adjusting the friction of the 
joint. The arm has 4 steel springs that regulate and stabilise the movements. 
The reflector is made from metal grey or matt white painted steel; it slots into the upper hi-
gh-tech polymer support with oval radial pattern holes and has a bulb connection inside. 
The lamp comes with a chromed metal clamp to connect it to the desk top and with a side 
screw that defines the agle of rotation of the lamp. 
The upper section of the clamp can be removed and fastened to the desk surface using 
screws (not included with the lamp). 
The lamp can also be installed on a base (code 1847-GM, 1847-BO).

Design: Raffaello Manzoni

Codes: 1846-GM (metal grey frame)
1846-BO (matt white frame)

Description: ø 22 cm circular base made of thick steel covered with a metal grey or matt 
white painted sheet-steel with embossed surface finish. The lamp connection pivot is made 
in metal and has a lateral screw that locks the lamp in place, limiting the angle of rotation. 

Codes: 1847-GM (metal grey frame)
1847-BO (matt white frame)

Dimension: Ø 22 cm

ø 22 cm

1846-GM 1846-BO

Metal grey 
reflector

Matt white 
reflector



Caimi Brevetti S.p.A. si riserva, a proprio insindacabile giudizio, la facoltà di modificare senza preavviso i materiali, le caratteristiche tecniche ed estetiche, nonchè le dimensioni degli elementi 
illustrati nella presente scheda tecnica le cui immagini e colori sono puramente indicativi
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